Introduction:
While you finish your lunch, we want to continue discussing emergency response. Today we will be focusing on the aftermath, and placement for the animals that are not claimed by owners.
Working Together to Save Lives

- Again, you need to consider the following:
  - Who?
  - What?
  - Where?
  - When?
  - Why?
  - How?
Who is helping?
Which organizations are available to assist with events like Adopt-A-Thons or Transport runs?
Who is available to help you with placement? Are there organizations you have partnered with who will take your animals?
Who are your volunteers that you can count on to assist?
Are vets available to assist with pre-adoption needs and health checks?

Coalitions and regional groups may be able to assist in placement by taking animals.

Who are your volunteers that you can count on to assist?
Are vets available to assist with pre-adoption needs and health checks?
What needs to be done before placement can happen?

Medical
- Microchips
- Altering
- Vaccinations
- Health Certificates

Announcements and Advertisements
- Transfer Network
- Adoptable Search

Will discuss these a little more later
Will the current facilities be available and can they be used for placement processes?
If you have an event, where will it be held?
Where can transports pick-up animals?
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- **When** will everything happen?
  - Holding Periods
  - Emergency Response Assistance
  - Temporary Housing

**When** will everything happen?
- When do the animals become available for placement?
  - Knowing how long you need to hold animals in advance is preferential.
- Many times this is decided after the emergency.
- When will your current assisting agencies leave?
- When will you lose your current facilities, if you have procured temporary lodging for animals?
How will you find homes for these animals?
Will you be adopting them on your own?
   Adoptable Search
   Involving the media and directing them to your site
   Changing the stage lists them
Will you be asking for assistance from outside agencies for placement?
   Transfer Network
   Financial Considerations
   Adding the Stage Lists them
Why would you hold an Adoption Event?
- Media Exposure
- Local Placement
- Animal Stress

Why would you transfer?
- Dilution of financial needs
- Larger Adopter Base
- Some shelters can quickly place animals meeting a specific criteria
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- Let’s take a look at PetPoint in action by looking at how your organization can use the Transfer Network for placement of animals during emergencies.
- Make hundreds of animals with photos and medical histories available to transferring agencies in a matter of minutes.
- This module isn’t only available for emergencies. It can be used to make your animals available to partnering shelters any time.
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- Setting up Transfer Network Information in Admin – Admin Options – Transfer Network Setup
- Add emergency stages to list animals
- Setting up placement partners as agencies with or without restrictions.
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- Searching
  - Find the animals you can place using Transfer Network Search.
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- Requesting animals from the transfer network is as easy as 1-2-3!
- 1. Select an animal
- 2. Choose a pick-up date.
- 3. Click Place Transfer Request!
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Approving is just as easy!

1. Select the request
2. Change the Approval Status to approved
3. Click Update!
Use Add Animal to continue to add animals to this outcome. Don’t forget to click finish!
Use Add Animal to continue to add animals to this outcome. Don’t forget to click finish!
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- Transfer History Report
- Look what you have now! Under “Documents,” choose Transfer History to see a complete medical report for the animal. No need to vaccinate again!
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Let’s play!